
Report number -IT-4438/EN 

 

Title - Supply of Motorised Doors 

 

This Technical Specification concerns the award of a blanket order contract for the supply of an estimated 

quantity of 50 translucent halogen-free motorized doors. The delivery of the Supply is foreseen over five 

years from notification of the contract. 

 

Cost range - $750K - $5M 

Activity code - 01020414M, 01020416M 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Report number - DO-32022/BE/RF 

Title - Radio Frequency power loads of 50 kW average and 100 kWp 

Activity code - 03020200M 

Reply date (yyyy-mm-dd) -2019-04-18 16:00 (Expressed in Europe/Zurich time zone 

This technical specification concerns the supply of 24 RF (Radio Frequency) power loads of 50 kW average 

and 100 kWp. 

Delivery is requested as an one time delivery within 12 weeks from the placement of the contract. 

Deliverables Included in the Supply  

The supply shall include:  

 24 RF loads  

 Documentation:  

 Drawings of the supply in PDF format,  

 3D model in stp format,  

 Technical specification documents in Microsoft Word® and/or PDF® format, to be sent with the 

offer  

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Report number - DO-32024/EN/HE 

Title - Supply of one electrical multidirectional side-loader forklift  

with minimum 2.7 t nominal lifting capacity 

Activity code - 11030100M 

Reply date (yyyy-mm-dd) -2019-04-23 16:00 (Expressed in Europe/Zurich time zone) 

 

This Technical Specification concerns the supply of one electric multidirectional forklift with 2.7 t nominal 

lifting capacity and a lift height up to 5 m to transport goods primarily around building 129. 

Deliveries are foreseen up to 24 weeks after the notification of the order. 

Deliverables Included in the Supply  

The supply shall include:  

Delivery to CERN;  

The battery and the external battery charger;  

Mechanism to adjust fork angle (clockwise/counter-clockwise)  

Special tooling to perform corrective or preventive maintenance (if applicable);  

Documentation as per §4;  

Commissioning at CERN;  

Correction of any breakdowns and deficiencies identified during commissioning at CERN and during the 

warranty period.  

 


